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Background

2007/8 in new programme for numeracy teacher training

• Asked trainees to undertake an investigation

• concentrate on and reflect about the process

• Use this to discuss the nature of mathematics

• teachers found it hard to do this

• Paper presented at ALM15 discussed the connections 
between teachers’ beliefs about mathematics, their 
teaching and ability to discuss/understand the process 
involved in investigations



What is Investigation

An open ended problem set for the learners, 
with no guidance as to how to solve it.

Learners are encouraged to solve the problem 
and continue to explore other aspects or 
related questions

• there is no single right answer 

• the process of getting a solution is as 
important as the solution itself

• both for learning and assessment



Three examples of tasks 
Painted Cube:  A cube is painted on the outside then cut into 

little cubelets by applying the same number of parallel cuts in 
each dimension. For each possible number of cuts, students 
count the number of faces painted on each of the resulting 
cubelets and how many cubelets there are of each type (AQA 
GCSE)  

From OCR Level 1 2008 January paper:

Norman sells carpets in two widths. A customer can buy any 
length of carpet from a roll but must take the complete width. 
The piece of carpet is cut to fit the room when it is in place. 
Louisa has a room that is 3.9m long and 2.4m wide. 

Various questions are asked about Louisa buying carpet for her 
room.



Bowland project Save a baby kangaroo is an authentic context 
in which the pupils find a young orphaned kangaroo just 12 
cm long and weighing 60gm. Different species of kangaroo 
have different nutrient needs at different stages of their 
growth. Through video clips, photographs and data such as 
birth to adult weights, pupils become familiar with a range of 
data about the several different species of kangaroo. They  
use the data to  develop a feeding programme to save the life 
of their own ‘Joey’ in a simulation and communicate what 
they have learned in order to help someone else save a Joey 
by making a poster for a Vet clinic.

The mathematical content  includes creating alternative representations of 
data and communicating statistical information.



The place of process  in maths education
a history of trying to get it into the curriculum and having it 

consistently  rejected

• Cockcroft report 

– Investigations to promote process over results

• Investigations in GCSE

– dropped in 2008

• Core skills -> key skills 

– originally for vocational qualifications

• Curriculum 2000

• Functional skills (2008)



Must be able to ‘do’ maths ? 

• At each stage teachers seem reluctant to embrace 
investigations as a teaching method, not seeing 
maths as process

• Many teachers believe maths is about the skills: 
learners need to be able to do these maths skills 
before they can undertake broader investigative 
tasks (training teachers comments, e.g can’t carry on till 

they know their tables…)

• Investigations as assessment: difficult to administer –
course work – whose is it parents or learners ? (e.g. 
teachers talking at AQA GCSE examiners meeting)



Examples of teachers comments
• For the teacher, deciding on whether any particular pupil response to a “why” 

question is acceptable needs mathematical knowledge, but also very good 
knowledge of the pupils. If a teacher does not have this very good knowledge of 
the pupils, then lessons with “why” questions might go very badly. Does this mean 
that proof lessons should only take place when the teacher has gained very good 
knowledge of their pupils with lessons that do not mention proof and do not ask 
pupils “why”? (NCETM site – pgce teachers comments)

• For pupils, verbalising a proof can be linguistically demanding, and using algebra 
can be complex because of the use of algebraic symbols; does this mean the proof 
is only suitable for the most able who have high linguistic and algebraic 
competency? Does this also mean that linguistic and algebraic competency needs 
to be in place before proof is taught? (NCETM site – pgce teachers comments)

• If you ask: What's £5 divided by 2? learners are unlikely to say: '£2 and £1 
remainder / leftover' - they would say £2.50.
…….
Then rather than showing them the written method ask if they can work it out for 
themselves (assuming they already know about short (or long!) division) - again 
using the £5 / 2 example or similar - something they know the answer to so can 
concentrate on the method rather than worrying about getting the correct 
answer.



Exs of teachers comments cont
• If you ask: What's £5 divided by 2? learners are unlikely to 

say: '£2 and £1 remainder / leftover' - they would say £2.50.
…
Then rather than showing them the written method ask if 
they can work it out for themselves (assuming they already 
know about short (or long!) division) - again using the £5 / 2 
example or similar - something they know the answer to so 
can concentrate on the method rather than worrying about 
getting the correct answer.

• Has anyone yet devised a scheme of work for functional 

maths at L1/L2? Have you simply adapted your key skills SOW 
or are there some new important features that you would be 
happy to share?



Functional Mathematics  

• Functional skills - mathematics 

– Develops process skills

• Representing – making sense of situation

• Analysing and using mathematics

• Interpreting the results

– Standard defines skills at different levels

– Potentially could be applied to different curricula “defined 
in various ways, e.g. national curriculum levels..” 
Functional Skills Guidance June 2008 QCA

– In fact linked to ANCC/National Curriculum 



Functional Mathematics  - teachers 
comments from Pilot 2008-2010

• Assessment instruments vary widely from open, investigative (e.g. OCR) to 
structured/scaffolded (e.g. Edexcel)

• Teachers like (from NCETM-Fiona Allan report) – note this is only one set of views 
from conference where people looked at papers 

– Edexcel

• Easier to teach to test, limited processing required

• Learners will like being led  on step by step, being led through each question

– OCR

• Abolition of multiple choice                         •  nothing at all

• Teachers dislike

– OCR

• Very open ended                   Amount of reading

• The mark scheme                  too much talk and not enough maths

– Edexcel

• Doesn’t meet functional maths objectives      task has no purpose



More comments

[what is f.m] Unfortunately some of it does start to 
look a little like cousework with different marking 
criteria.



Last years assignments – 1

Deliver an oral presentation (10 minutes) of own understanding 
of mathematics and its position in society

Criteria Include

1 Analyse the role of mathematics and numeracy in the world at large

2 Discuss public/popular perceptions of mathematics and numeracy and the 
impact on the learner. 

3 Discuss the historic and cultural development of mathematics

4 Analyse the links, connections and generalisations that can be made 
between a range of areas in numeracy/mathematics 

5 Analyse the activities, processes and stages within a mathematical 
problem/investigation



Last years assignments - 2
Write an account of a mathematical investigation 

including a reflection on the process of the 
mathematical activity (or “what does ‘doing maths’ 
mean ?” )

Criteria include

• Summarise the nature of argument and proof in 

mathematics, including the language of proof, its 
origins in geometry, and the role of algebra in 
generalising

• Analyse the effect of the origins and status of maths 
knowledge on mathematics curriculum development . 



Last Years’ assignments

We noticed that teachers  

• Presentations described topics 

• Few described problems

• Almost no one addressed the process

We had asked teachers to find a problem ‘at the 
edge of their comfort zone’ 

The problems were interesting and often 
situated in real life, not necessarily very 
mathematical



In This Years Assignment

• We needed to make changes to teaching and 
description of assignments to encourage teachers to 
consider the process

• Made several changes

– Simplified the task

– Simplified the criteria

– Encouraged use of problem from ones we did in sessions

– Changed the order of delivery to address 
process/investigations earlier

– Had a reader, collecting together relevant papers



This  years assignment

Write an account of mathematical investigation, using 
one or two examples, including a reflection on the 
process of mathematical activity

Criteria include

• Describe the nature of argument and proof in the selected 
investigation 

• Reflect on how the investigative process relates to views on 
the nature of mathematics 

• Discuss the implications for the use of investigations with 
numeracy learners



Outcomes 2008/9

• Assignments showed teachers understand the direction we are 
asking them to go

• Most discuss the process, most use the same references

• Some add their own opinion and thinking

• Drafts were closer to the finished article, in other words 
teachers struggled less

• The problems chosen were much simpler, from the maths 
point of view, so lacked the same vigour of real maths

• Assignments more homogeneous

• Showed they could do the assignment, but not necessarily that 
they are seeing maths as process



Activity

Here are some assignments from this year

In groups look at the one you are given

Consider to what extent the teacher has 
understood the idea of investigative 
description of maths itself, and processes 
involved in the activity

Whole group discussion



Where next

How can we find out teachers beliefs about 
mathematics and views of the value of 
investigations and process to teaching and 
understanding mathematics ?

Perhaps a questionnaire – we would like you to 
try out these questions to help see if they 
would be useful:



Questionaire

1. Is it necessary to ask ‘what is maths’ ?

2. Principles questionnaire from ‘Mathematics Matters’ , 

NCETM 2008

3. Consider the examples from recent assessments, to what 

extent do they evaluate the process of doing maths ?


